
The Killer 45 

Chapter 45 Fighting the piano, the mighty Hedy!  

The almond–eyed girl’s voice fell to the ground, attracting many disapproving gazes. It is not wise  

for her to embarrass Hedy when Rossi and Johnson were expelled for humiliating Hedy.  

Hedy was born in a rural area, and his family is not rich. Even if he has talent, it may be difficult for him t

o be recognized as elegant.  

The girl didn’t care about everyone’s stares, but smiled generously,  

“Ms. Ellis is kind–hearted and beautiful, and she dances well, so the things she prepared 

must be ingenious, right?  

I really like girls like Ms. Ellis, and I want to be with Ms. Ellis Make friends, and 

I can’t wait to know what Ms. Ellis has prepared.”  

Her name is Ada, and she is the daughter of the He family, a top wealthy family in San Francisco. What  

Ada usually likes to do the most is “walking with the sword“.  

You all think Hedy shouldn’t be provoked at this time, but I want to!  

This is the way to get Childe King’s attention.  

As long as Childe King can notice her, she can display her super talent and conquer Childe King!  

Preston’s dark eyes flashed with hostility.  

Hedy replied lightly, “Talent.”  

“Oh? Is Ms. Ellis also planning to perform talent? I wonder what kind of talent Ms. Ellis will perform?”  

Ada was very enthusiastic, like a long–lost sister,  

“If it is If you are dancing or playing a musical instrument, can I accompany you? I really want to coopera

te with Ms. Ellis!”  

Hedy glanced at the piano behind Ada, his voice was indifferent and unwavering,  

“Piano.”  

There are many musical instruments prepared for the party, After every performance, there 

will be staff who will move the musical instrument up and down, drag it in and out.  

Don’t worry, it’s time consuming.  

She doesn’t want to waste time.  

“Piano…?” The smile on Ada ‘s face Susan froze, suspicion and contempt surged in her heart.  

Piano, the king of musical instruments.  



To buy a piano, the minimum cost is 10,000 USD, which is not an amount that a poor rural family can aff

ord.  

Hedy is pretending, right?  

Or, after she met Childe King, she studied piano for a while and planned to perform?  

That is really offering “ugliness“. The ridicule in  

Ada ‘s almond eyes flashed away, and she took a step back,  

“I didn’t expect Ms. Ellis to play the piano, come, please Ms. Ellis to play on stage!”  

Hedy walked on the stage calmly, came to sit in front of the piano, and pressed Next key.  

Ding-  

the piano sounded.  

After this sound, after a while, there was no second sound.  

Hedy looked down at the keys, wondering what he was thinking.  

The guests were a little puzzled, and discussed among themselves.  

Preston crossed his legs, calm and composed.  

Ada sneered inwardly, and said with a considerate 

face, “If Ms. Ellis is not very good at the piano, we can switch to-”  

Before he could say the rest, Hedy’s ten fingers were dancing on the black and white keys.  

Ethereal and gentle music played slowly from her hands.  

What is the name of this piece of music, I don’t know, I just think I have never heard or learned it.  

The early melody is mysterious and soft, like a mayfly bred between heaven and earth, tiny and fragile.  

After a while, the rhythm gradually increased and the pitch increased, like a dark cloud pressing down 

on the city, and a storm was approaching, making the audience tense up and holding their breath.  

The tone kept rising, rising to the point where it was about to explode,  

and then stopped abruptly.  

Hedy’s ten fingers left the keys, and the audience was suspended in high spirits and forgot to breathe.  

After a second of shelving.  

Hedy 

played again, this time, the piano sound is majestic, the atmosphere is thick, like a new life, but also like 

a transformation!  

That unremarkable mayfly finally survived the baptism of the storm, and stood on the top of the mounta

in in a human form, picking up the stars and the moon with his bare hands!  



After the climax, the melody returns to its original soft mystery.  

Like crying, like missing, like remembering, like remembering.  

Slowly, the sound of the piano stopped.  

A lady felt the coolness on her face, so she wiped it with her hand and was stunned, “Why am I crying?” 

The  

emotional rendering of this song is too strong.  

“Papa Papa“.  

The applause was heartfelt and warm, and everyone was generous with their praise,  

“Ms. Ellis played the piano so well, I almost cried!” ”  

Every pore of mine was opened, it was so shocking and comfortable!”  

“This song should only exist in heaven, I am willing to donate 200,000 USD to charity!”  

“I donate 300,000 USD! She plays better than  

Ada!” At first, everyone thought that no matter how Hedy played, they had no idea 

Praise of conscience is over.  

The result was far beyond their expectations!  

Ada was stunned.  

Her original intention was to step on Hedy as a stepping stone to show her strength.  

How come he was stepped on by Hedy and used as a comparison for Hedy?  

“Ms. Ellis is so good at the piano, I’m fascinated by it!” Ada hurriedly remedied,  

“As a student of Berkeley, I really like to play the piano with others. Would you like to fight with 

me once?”  

In order not to be annoying, especially to make Preston hate it, Ada added weight,  

“If Ms. Ellis can beat me, I am willing to donate one million to the slums in my own name!”  

Berkeley, a world–renowned music school, has a limited number of students each year.  

This is where Ada ‘s confidence comes from.  

Upon hearing “one million“, Hedy calmly spoke out a word,  

“Yes.”  

She got up and gave up her seat to Ada .  

Ada took a seat and started to play ” Ghost Fire “.  



“Ghost Fire” is the world–renowned “hardest etude“, which is a test of technique and is known as a 

song dedicated to showing off skills.  

Even major pianists rarely challenge ”  

Ghost Fire” in concerts.  

Ada is gifted at such a young age to pop Ghost Fire steadily.  

The guests nodded and praised, “You really deserve to be a student admitted to Berkeley.”  

After the song, Ada Susan gasped, stood up and looked at Hedy with a touch of provocation in his eyes.  

Hedy took his seat and started playing ” Ghost Fire “.  

The difference is that her “Ghost Fire” is an accelerated version, the tempo is twice as fast as  

Ada ‘s! The guests only felt that Hedy’s playing seemed to be pressed “fast–

forward“, and her fingers could not be seen clearly with the naked eye!  

After a while, the song is over.  

Hedy stood up, her face was not red, her heart was not beating, her temples were 

not sweating, and her breathing was not disturbed.  

You can tell who is stronger between  

her and Ada at a glance! “Papa papa!”  

Thunderous applause broke out in the arena!  

“Ms. Ellis is too tough, and her piano skills are even better than Berkeley’s students!”  

“Young sons from a poor family, the ancients never deceived me!”  

Hedy was not surprised, and there was no joy and pride on his face when he was praised, but 

he just glanced at Ada lightly,  

Remember to keep your promise.”  

She only fought with  

Ada for the 1 million. Ada took half a step 

back, her face wanted to pretend to smile, but also really wanted to cry, it was ugly.  

In the audience, Preston narrowed his eyes and said casually,  

“Young and frivolous, it’s understandable to like 

to be aggressive, but before challenging others, you’d better weigh your own weight first.  

lest you humiliate yourself and be taken as a joke.“ 

 


